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We show that the Brouwer fixed-point theorem continues to hold for Hutton's
 .L-cubes with finitely or countably many factors provided L is a completely
distributive lattice with a countable base. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The celebrated Brouwer fixed-point theorem states that every continu-
ous function from the Euclidean n-cube into itself has a fixed point
 .another terminology: the n-cube has the fixed-point property . The same
holds true for the Hilbert cube and, in fact, for any Tychonoff cube see
w x.2 .
 .Among the fundamental questions related to Hutton's L-interval I L
 .which have not yet been touched on is certainly this one: Does I L have
 .mthe fixed-point property or, more generally, when does the L-cube I L
have the fixed-point property?
In this paper we shall show that this is the case of the L-cube with
m F / factors, provided L is a completely distributive lattice with a0
countable base we recall that the definition of the natural L-topology of
 . .I L requires L to have an order-reversing involution . The approach we
 . w xare taking involves the natural topology of I L introduced in 7 and the
w xfixed-point theorem for lattices due to Papert Strauss 8 .
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
 .Let L, 9 be a completely distributive lattice with an order-reversing
 .  4 involution ? 9. For a g L we let x a s b g L: b F a and ­ a s b g L:
4  .a F b . The upper topology SUP L is one in which all the sets L _ x a
 .are subbasic open and the interval topology INT L has as a subbase all
  ..the sets L _ x a and L _ ­ a . Note that L, INT L is a compact
 w x. Hausdorff topological lattice e.g., 8 . A subset B : L is a base for L in
w x.  4the sense of 1 if a s E b g B: b F a for every a g L.
w x XReferring to the standard terminology of 4, 5 , a subfamily of L
s the completely distributive lattice of all maps of a set X into L with
 . . pointwisely defined F and ? 9 is an L-topology of the L-topological
. space X if it is closed under arbitrary k and finite n both formed in
X .L . Members of the L-topology are called open L-sets. A map F from X
to Y is continuous if the composition uF is open in X for every open
L-set u of Y. The product X J is the usual Cartesian product L-topolo-
 xgized by the subbase up : u is open in X, j g J where p is the jthj j
projection.
The topological modification i X of X is the topological space with XL
 y1as the underlying set and the topology generated by the subbase u L _
. 4x a : u is open in X, a g L . This assignment is functorial: a function
continuous from X to Y is continuous from i X to i Y. It is important toL L
 w x.note that the functor i preserves products see 7 .L
w x  IThe unit L-interval of Hutton 5 is defined as follows. Let H s f g L :L
4  .f is order-reversing I is the real unit interval . For every f g H , letL
q .  x y . w . q qf t s E f t, 1 and f t s H f 0, t for all t g I. Let f ; g iff f s g .
As is easily seen, H is a completely distributive lattice and ; is aL
  .qcongruence. In fact, f ; g implies E f ; E g since ? preservesj j j j j j
.   .ysuprema and H f ; H g since ? preserves infima and f ; g iffj j j j
y y w x.  .  .f s g ; cf. 7 . Consequently, I L s H r; called the unit L-intervalL
w x w x q qis a completely distributive lattice under the ordering f F g iff f F g
 y y. w x w xthis is equivalent to f F g in which E f s E f and similarly forj j j j
infima.
 . IL.The natural L-topology U of I L has R , L g L as a subbaseL t t
w x q . w x y .where R f s f t and L f s f t 9 for t g I.t t
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 .  w xThere is a nice topology T on I L introduced in 6 for L a completeL
w x .chain and in 7 in its general version . This topology is obtained as the
 .quotient topology with respect to ; from the subspace H of theL
product LI in which every factor carries the interval topology.
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w x  .THEOREM 1 7 . For L, 9 a completely distributi¨ e lattice, the following
hold:
 .   . .   ..1 Members of U are continuous from I L , T into L, SUP L .L L
 .2 T is compact and Hausdorff.L
 .  .  .  .3 T s i U where i U is the topology of i I L .L L L L L L
 .THEOREM 2. Let L, 9 be a completely distributi¨ e lattice. Then:
 .   ..1 T s INT I L .L
 .2 T is connected.L
 .3 If L has a countable base, then T is metrizable.L
 .   .. w xProof. 1 We first prove that INT I L ; T . Indeed, given f gL
 .I L , we calculate
w x w x y y­ f s g : f t F g t for all t g I 4 .  .
w x w x ys g : L g F f t 9 4 .F t
tgI
s Ly1 x fy t 9 . . .F t
tgI
and similarly
w x y1 qx f s R x f t . . .F t
tgI
 . w x w x  .By Theorem 1 1 , ­ f and x f are closed in T . Since I L is aL
  ..completely distributive lattice, INT I L is compact and Hausdorff and,
  ..  .thus, INT I L s T by Theorem 1 2 .L
 .2 First recall that a compact topological lattice is connected iff it is
 w x.  .order dense see 3, Chap. VI, 5.15 . By 1 and the fact that
  .   ..I L , INT I L is a compact topological lattice, it suffices to check that
 . w x w x  .I L is order dense. Let f - g in I L . Then for some t - 1 one has
q . q . qq . q .  q . 4f t - g t s g t s E g s . As g s : s ) t is linearly or-s) t
 q . q . q .dered recall g is order-reversing , there is s ) t with f t - g s .
q . q . q . q .Since f s F f t , we get f s - g s . Consider
h s g n x k f n x . . .w w s , 1x0, s.
q q q q . q . q . q .Then h g H , f F h F g , g t s h t , and f s s h s . ThusL
q . q . q . q . w x w x w xf t - h t and h s - g s . Therefore f - h - g .
 .  43 First notice that B s R n L : r, s g I l Q is a countable baser s
 .for U . Also, SUP L is second-countable too, because if a 9 s E A forL
 .  4some A ; B a countable base of L , then a s H b9: b g A and, thus,
 .  y1  .L _ x a s D L _ x b9 . Therefore, the family u L _ x b9 : u gb g A
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4  .   ..b and b g B is a countable base for i U s T cf. Theorem 1 3 . ByL L L
 .Theorem 1 2 , T is metrizable.L
 . w xRemarks. 1 Zhang and Liu 11 have redefined Hutton's L-interval to
be the completely distributive lattice consisting of all E-preserving mem-
bers of LI and showed that the interval topology of this lattice also
coincides with the topology of its topological modification.
 .  .2 The proof of 2 of Theorem 2 is actually part of a direct lengthy
  .. w xproof that INT I L is connected given in 9 . This provides an answer to
 . w x  .  w xthe Question 7.13 1 of 7 as to when is i U connected. In 7 this wasL L
.the case of L being order dense.
 .3 It is perhaps worthwhile to point out that the involution is not
  .. necessary for the second-countability of INT I L we recall that it is U L
 ..which requires the involution and not the set I L . Indeed, a countable
base can be made into a base which is a k-semilattice by considering all
the finite sups of elements of the original base. In a completely distributive
wlattice such a base can be shown to be a base in the sense of 3, Chap. III,
x w x 44.1 . And since b n x : b g B and r g I l Q is a countable base ofw 0, r.
 .  .the lattice I L in the sense used in this paper , the above discussion and
w x   .. w x3, Chap. III, 4.10 imply that int I L is metrizable. Also see 10, 3.8 .
 .mNow consider the Cartesian product I L of m copies of the lattice
 .I L . This product is also a completely distributive lattice relative to the
componentwise ordering. In general, complete distributivity is closed
.  .munder the formation of products. The interval topology of I L coin-
cides with the product of the interval topologies of each factor, i.e.,
  .m.    ..m  wINT I L s INT I L for a general statement, see 1, Chap. X,
x w x.Sect. 12 ; a proof is given in 11, Remark 2 and Lemma 3.7 .
The following nontrivial generalization of the Brouwer theorem is
crucial for proving a fuzzy version of the latter.
 w x.THEOREM 3 Papert Strauss 8 . Let M be a completely distributi¨ e
 .   ..lattice such that INT M is connected and metrizable. Then M, INT M
has the fixed-point property.
 .  .THEOREM 4 Fuzzy Brouwer Theorem . Let L, 9 be a completely
distributi¨ e lattice with a countable base and let m be a cardinal less than or
 .m  .m   .equal to / . If F: I L ª I L where each I L carries its natural0
.L-topology U is continuous, then F has a fixed point.L
 .mProof. This follows from Theorem 3 with M s I L . Indeed, since iL
  ..mpreserves products and continuity, F is continuous from i I L intoL
  ..mitself. By Theorems 1 and 2, i I L is connected and metrizableL
 .    ..m   .m.as m F / and its topology agrees with INT I L s INT I L .0
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  .m   .m..   .m   .m..Thus F: I L , INT I L ª I L , INT I L is continuous and
has a fixed point on account of Theorem 3.
QUESTION. Does an arbitrary L-cube have the fixed-point property?
Note added in proof. A positive answer to the open question has recently been given by
Zhang De-xue and the author.
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